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ABOUT OUR SCHOOL
With 568 pupils, Riverside Primary is a larger than average school at the heart of the Barne Barton community. We are a welcoming and inclusive school and pride ourselves on our working in partnership with our pupils, their parents and families, and
the wider community. Our ‘can-do’ ethos is demonstrated, not only in National benchmarks which clearly show continual school
improvements year on year, but also in the exceptional enrichment experiences and pastoral care that we offer all pupils. Our
forward-thinking mentality has lead us to implement innovative teaching and learning approaches that are tailored to best
meet the needs of all of our learners. In the past seven years, the school has risen to the challenge of providing a first-class education to all pupils against a backdrop of a changing local community make-up and we have adapted to meet the increasing
complex needs of all children.
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CONTEXT
Social-economic context

again, although a low figure, we have a rising trend.

Collaboration
with other
schools

In 2014, Riverside became a
founder member of the Tamar
Currently, 58.5% of our pupils are entitled to receive Free
Co-operative Learning Trust,
School Meals which is higher than more than 80% of all
along with three other local primaries. We regularly work closeschools across the country.
ly with these school to share good practice and expertise. OpNational statistics also show that our school is considered to be portunities for our pupils to collaborate are created too, for
in the top 20% of most deprived areas whilst having relatively
example through music, sport and art. We are also becoming
low stability of 78.2% compared to the national figure of 85.9%. more active across Plymouth, and Devon and Cornwall for exFor this latter indicator, that means 80% of schools nationally
ample by welcoming visits from schools looking at our high
have a less transient population.
quality phonic provision, or innovative maths approach.
Despite these statistics, the committed and highly skilled Riverside staff ensure that all pupils make accelerated progress and
achieve standards that are in-line with or exceed national expectations. Whilst striving for academic achievement, we also
feel strongly we have an obligation to develop the ’whole child’ The Head Teacher, Brian Jones sets the strategic direction of
and so ensure our disadvantaged pupils are provided with a
the school and is supported by a core team of non-teaching
variety of free or heavily subsidised experiences such as: Sum- School Leaders. The school is organised into teams: EYFS, Y1/2,
mer School, residential visits focusing on adventure, team
Y3/4, Y5/6. Each team is efficiently and effectively lead and
building and outdoor education (Y4, Y5 and Y6) and a wide
managed by a Team Leader who has a 0.5 teaching commitrange of other enrichment activities.
ment. Their non-contact time is spent monitoring standards,

Staff Structure and Professional
Development

targeting intervention and supporting teacher development.
Within each team, there are 5 full time teachers and a 0.5 partner for the Team Leader. A team HLTA manages team interven23.3% of our pupils from Foundation to Y6, are registered as
tion along with up to 10 TAs. Attached to each team is also a
having SEN Support—this is almost double the National averdedicated SEN TA who works with these children identified as
age and places us in the top quintile, meaning 80% are supporting less pupils with Special Educational needs, than we are. having SEN. Each week, high quality, targeted INSET is delivered that supports the School Improvement plan and ensures a
To enable these pupils to flourish and have their educational,
consistent approach to teaching and learning. It is an opporbehavioural , emotional and complex health needs across the
tunity for discussion and reflection on our practice and ensures
school we have a dedicated core team of 18 including a CAF
all teaching staff are aware of national agendas and latest relead and learning mentor as well as a wider specialist support
team consisting of Speech and Language, play and music thera- search.
pists amongst others.

Special Educational Needs

Distinctive features
and challenges
 3-form entry
 High levels of Disadvantaged
pupils

 Biggest local employer & central hub of the

Ethnicity & First Language
91.1% of our pupils are White British. The remaining 8.9% of
our school population is made up of 5 ethnic groups. Although
the proportion of pupils who are not White British is far higher
than the national average, it is steadily falling. 5.7% of our
school population do not have English as a first language—

Barne Barton community

 A leader and pioneer within local Academic
Council and Co-operative Learning Trust

WHAT DIFFERENCE HAVE
WE MADE?
EARLY YEARS FOUNDATION STAGE







Typically only 15% of pupils enter our Foundation
Unit at Age-Related Expectations.

KEY STAGE ONE


At our Y1 baseline in Autumn, the cohort profile
was as follows:
 Girls are significantly ahead of boys in Reading, Writing & Maths
 Disadvantaged pupils are significantly behind Other pupils in Reading, Writing &
Maths

The vast majority of pupils entering our EYFS Unit
have significant Speech, Language and
Communication issues, this is closely followed by
Physical Development delays
There is a marked difference in knowledge, understanding and skills of those children who have
attended our Nursery. Typically, 43% of these pupils
enter Foundation on track, compared to 3% who
enter from other settings.
This year, 57% of pupils left our Unit with a Good
Level of Development

……………………………………
Our pupils start:

Well Below National



Using focused & targeted RWINc 86% of our Y1
pupils, achieve the Expected National Standard in
Phonics .



By the end of Y2, through RWINc & Visual
Maths, 77%, 70% and
76% reach the expected
standard in Reading, Writing
and Maths

…………………………………….

By the end of KS1, our pupils are:

Around National
Average

KEY STAGE TWO





Progress of Pupils, particularly those who we have taught through the whole of their primary education, or at least
through Y5/6, is exceptionally strong for Reading and Maths and in line with National averages for Writing.
KS2 builds on the fantastic work of EYFS and KS1 and by the end of Y6, we are above National Average in a huge number of areas.
Our 3 year trend shows annual improvements across all subjects and all key groups

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Our pupils leave KS2:

Above National Average progress and attainment for Reading and Maths and In line with
National expectations for Writing.

Early Years at Riverside is a busy and exciting
place to be part of. Children very quickly enjoy coming to school and develop the motivation
to learn new skills.

Good communication and rigorChildren are given opportunities to grow and develop in indious transition procedures
vidual ways and develop their own interests fully. We regularly
between EYFS and KS1 staff enuse the outside area for our learning and go on exciting welly
sure pupils settle quickly into Y1walks and Nursery children enjoy Nature Nursery termly. We en2.
The
personal,
social
and
emotional
well being of our children is
courage children to use their senses to explore the World around
a priority for our team as we are aware that children learn best
them and regularly enjoy cooking and making mud pies.
when they feel safe and valued. Our children start each year with a
Our Nursery and Foundation children mix together throughout the
smile on their face and staff ready to support them in their next
time in the unit and this allows older children to look after the
stage of learning. A big focus is developing their learning skills.
younger ones and the younger ones to take risks modelled by
Foundation. We have an open door policy and encourage parents They are made aware of what attributes support their learning and
to join in with fun open days, such as decorations day, Storytelling, are encouraged to use these.
Maths fun and Exploring the World. We even have visits from
We pride ourselves on having designed an exciting and creative
Donkeys and Princesses!
curriculum aimed at engaging children in their own learning and
We seek to develop children’s confidence and risk taking by a
ensuring each child fulfils their individual potential. We encourage
range of trips where new experiences happen and interests are
children to learn both inside and outside the classroom and promade.
vide as many opportunities as possible for parents to work with,
and support their children’s education. We are also committed to
We have now embedded our use of online
giving children a good understanding of the world in which they
learning Journey that parents could not
only access and view at home, but also add
live and a sense of pride in their locality; Year 1 even maintain a
their own observations and upload photos
community garden! Other entitlements we ensure our pupils exfrom home. This new approach has worked
perience include: singing carols at the local shopping area, Christextremely well and engaged parents and
mas performance to parents, an exhibition of homework projects,
children alike and continued to strengthen
a school flower show. We also take our pupils on lots of trips for
the link between home and school.
example to: the local creek, the local park, a farm, the Eden Pro-

In year 3 and 4 we work passionately to
ensure that our pupils to grow in maturity
and independence. In the classroom children
build upon and develop the core concepts that were
secured in Key Stage 1 .They continue to learn about the
world around them through an enriched and colourful curriculum themes which span all key subject areas. In addition we offer a
range of interventions to ensure pupils make excellent progress.
Some of these include; the continuation of Read Write Inc. for
children that need to secure their speed sounds and reading skills,
1:1 writing conferencing with the teacher, immediate daily ‘top
ups’ for children that have not secured key concepts in lessons.
Beyond the classroom, we are proud of the extra-curricular activities that we are able to provide to our
pupils. Some of these activities include a
one night stay away camping overnight
in an area of outstanding natural beauty
where pupils get to challenge themselves with high ropes, camp fires and
team building exercises. We also offer
swimming lessons, ukulele lessons and
visits to the local and wider community
to enhance pupils learning such as; Exploring Dartmoor, a historical walk around Exeter, a visit to the Barbican and many more.

A key strength of year 5 and 6 is the
support we give our pupils that is tailored t
their personalised needs. Our HLTA teaches art
and DT in the afternoon to release the teachers to
conference writing. From January additional interventions in the afternoons focus on the year 6 pupils to ensure
that they meet the required standards and are fully ready for the
SATs in May. We also offer two after school booster sessions for
literacy and numeracy which all the pupils readily attend. This has
a huge impact on ensuring everyone achieves the very best they
can.
Whilst providing a broad and balanced curriculum, the team make
learning fun by holding launch days for each topic. These include
an award winning chef demonstrating cooking skills, links with a
school in Gambia and visiting the local aquarium, dressing up as
Greek Gods and Goddesses.
We seek to develop children’s self-confidence and risk taking in a
safe environment through outdoor and adventurous activities. In
year 5 this takes the form of two days of water sports activities at
Mount Batten. In year 6, we offer a residential at Grenville House
in
Brixham.

STANDARDS’
TEAMS
Literacy
High quality and engaging teaching, active and timely assessment
with the support of rigorous schemes of work have ensured the
successful implementation of the New National Curriculum for
Literacy. Success in early phonics and reading skills is driven by
the use of the Read Write Inc. programme, so that our younger
learners meet National attainment standards for phonics (at Year
1) and reading (at Year 2). This year, we have extended the highly motivating Key Stage 2 Accelerated Reader approach into
Year 2, ensuring that as soon as children learn to read that they
develop positive attitudes and habits towards independent reading for pleasure. Our full-time Librarian has made sure that all age
pupils have access to a huge range of appealing and relevant texts
(including recently purchasing a stock of non-fiction books which
support learning in other subject areas of the New Curriculum).
Writing continues to improve with this year seeing the introduction of materials to support the teaching of the new Curriculum
content. Discrete weekly Grammar and Punctuation sessions
have been introduced to teach the basics, with the expectation
that these will be further practised in daily Literacy and Language
lessons. We have revised our approach to the teaching of
spelling, with the New Read Write Inc. spelling materials providing
an engaging but rigorous means of teaching spelling in line with
the much more prescribed content of the curriculum. Our most
recent step in our drive to achieve higher than National standards
in writing is the introduction of a thorough and progressive handwriting programme, which we are already seeing a huge impact
in.

Numeracy
Visual Maths has continued to grow and develop throughout
school right from Nursery to Year 6. As a result, we have seen
rates of progress in Mathematics continue to accelerate and record levels of attainment were achieved in KS1 and KS2 that exceeded National benchmarks. Pupils enjoy maths lessons and are
becoming confident and fluent using the Visual Maths language to
explain their calculations and fractions. The Numeracy Standards
Team continue to upskill staff with high quality problem solving
training that is now feeding into classroom practice, the impact of
which can be seen not only in more confident and fluent problemsolvers, but the high standards achieved. We continue to train our
TAs in order for them to support pupils to achieve their potential.
We are continuing to embed Visual Maths approach and share
our practice with local schools, but have also received training on
problem solving and mastery in order to enable pupils to apply
their sound basic skills in a variety of challenging contexts.

Curriculum
Improving our curriculum (alongside the successful implementa-

tion of the new National Curriculum) has been a main focus for
development recently at Riverside. Our curriculum is now delivered within engaging themes, drawing together a variety of subjects under a common concept. A ‘Big Question’ drives each
theme, making learning purposeful and contextualised. The three
main curriculum drivers of Ourselves, Our Aspirations and Our
Communities are key to our curriculum provision and are woven
throughout, ensuring a bespoke curriculum that meets the identified needs of the learners in our school community. Children
learn through frequent, varied and exciting experiences including
residential opportunities, off site trips, learning with family, from
visitors, though performing and following their own interests
within a theme. Our curriculum is certainly active and encourages
enjoyment of learning!

SEND
At Riverside we have an enthusiastic and dedicated team of 24
staff. We provide individual and group sessions to help meet the
needs of our pupils. We don’t only consider academic needs but
also social skills, motor skills, speech and language skills and selfesteem. The team work in close conjunction with team leaders,
teachers and the Inclusion Co-ordinator. Progress is formally reviewed three times a year, recorded on Individual Education
Plans. We have an `open door` approach, enabling parents to
come in at any time if they have concerns about their child.

Assessment
Riverside has embraced life without levels. We have centred good
teaching around a heart of good assessment for learning. Daily
formative assessment is gathered and used by teachers to inform
future teaching and learning, and most importantly, direct immediate “top-up” intervention and quality feedback to ensure children secure the intended learning. Teachers are released weekly
to target writing conferencing at those most in need to ensure we
strive for the vast majority of our learners to meet are-related
expectations. The success of Renaissance Reading has been built
upon with the introduction of termly standardised reading and
mathematics tests. These allow progress over time to be tracked,
comparisons between groups of pupils and against national pupils
to be drawn, and most importantly, areas of pupil weakness to be
identified. Teacher Target Time is the whole-school vehicle
through which these identified areas to develop are addressed in
regular, small group guided sessions with a teacher. We have introduced Key Objectives pertinent to Riverside learners with the
intention of stream-lining the curriculum to focus on what our
pupils need most, whilst ensuring our children receive their agespecific programmes of study as set out in the National Curriculum. Rigorous termly moderation and pupil progress meetings
ensure that pupils don’t slip through the net, expectations are
standardised across year groups and good practice is shared. Interventions are reviewed and targeted to those pupils at risk of
not meeting age-related expectations or fulfilling their potential if
more able. We will continue to moderate with Trust schools.
Teachers use an online tracking system, Insight, to record their
professional judgements about whether pupils are on track.
Through this software, we also track attainment and progress
against the Key Objectives and can measure small-steps of progress by way of “average depth”. Senior and Middle leaders have
been trained to use sophisticated analysis tools and class teachers
have been trained to call up basic analytical features in order to
monitor the progress and attainment of key groups e.g. gender.

WHAT MAKES RIVERSIDE
DIFFERENT?
WRAP-AROUND PROVISION

PRIMARY SPORTS FUNDING

We provide extended care for children at
Riverside from 7:45am until 5:30pm daily
and during some holidays. Our successful
breakfast club caters for up to 50 children per day. At £1.50 per session this is
extremely affordable and provides children with a meal and activities to start
the day.
Our 'Riverside Rangers' after school club
provides care at a cost of just £3 until
4:30 and £5 until 5:30. This supports our
working parents and provides opportunities for children to engage in creative activities, reading and free play sessions. Although new this year, our after school club has already become
popular with up to 20 children attending on a daily basis.
During the 2016 summer holidays we had our first Riverside Summer School. This two week scheme provided up to 40 children
per week with a range of activities from art and cookery to street
dance and ICT. Run by teachers and support staff, children continued their learning in fun and exciting ways. These services are in
addition to the 20+ clubs that staff run each term after school.

Riverside pupils receive specialist PE lessons delivered by a qualified coach, who not only upskills the children, but is supported
by the class teachers who then replicate the delivery. Around
250 pupils took part in over 45 competitive events including:
cross-country, tag rugby, netball, football, rowing, multi-skills,
fundamentals of movement festival, basketball. This is supported by the additional coaches we invite e.g. for basketball and
disc golf. We have also received the Gold Schools Sports Award
and Innovation Award for ensuring all pupils leave Y6 being able
to swim 25m/

ATTENDANCE Chart Title
96.50%
94.30%

94.90%

95.10%

95.90%

95.90%

Again last year, we were proud that over 100 pupils took part in
Plymouth School’s Half Marathon Challenge, making us one of
the largest contributors of competitors. We also achieved the
Sainsbury’s School Games Awards (Gold) for the second year
running.

SPIRIT OF DISCOVERY
Expanding the project that enabled two children, accompanied by a teacher, to join a select
expedition to Finland, next year we will be sending 2 members of staff and four Y5 pupils to experience the Artic wilderness in Finland on an
expedition lead by a professional explorer.

OAA

96.00%
95.50%

Each year from Y4-Y6, pupils have the opportunity to take part in
outdoor adventurous activities at a hugely subsidised rate. In Y4,
this takes the form of a 2 day camping experience, in Y5 it is 2
days of water sports and in Y6, the children sample a range of
activities from coasteering to abseiling.

95.00%
94.50%
94.00%
93.50%
Jul-11

Jul-12

Jul-13

Jul-14

Jul-15

Jul-16

Attendance is given high priority at Riverside as we know the impact that it can have on standards. As shown our attendance has
improved over the past five years. 92.4% of children had an
attendance greater than 90% last year and we finished with an
overall school attendance of 95.5%, above national expectations.
We have achieved this through our positive relationships with
families, providing rewards and incentives (such as free bikes) for
Please explore our school Flickr account to see photos of what
children and monitoring absence and lateness.
amazing experiences our children have enjoyed.

FLICKR

WHAT DOES OUR DATA
SAY ABOUT US?
EYFS STAGE
 Pupils entered Foundation with 37% on

track
 57% exited Foundation achieving a good
level of development
………………………………………………………………………
KEY ACTION 16/17:
Develop key pre-writing skills to ensure all pupils are able to fully access the challenges of
the Y1 curriculum by the end of the year.

KEY STAGE ONE
 Y1 Phonic attainment was, at 86%, above
national average (81%)

 Both Boys & Girls are above National average (84% and 89% respectively)

 Disadvantaged pupils (87%) and Other

(85%) were both above National average

 Y2 Phonic re-take was, at 98%, 7% higher
than national average

 KS1 Reading Expected Standard 77%. +3%
above National

 KS1 Writing Expected Standard 70%. +10%
above National

 KS1 Maths Expected Standard 76%. +2%

KEY STAGE TWO
 Reading at Expected Standard 71% (5%

above National
…………………….…………………………………..
KEY ACTION 16/17:
Diminishing the Disadvantaged gap

above National)
Reading at High Standard: 22%
Ensure more-able pupils
Reading progress +3.4 (above National)
are targeted to be Working at Greater
Reading Average Scaled Score: 104
Depth
Writing at Expected Standard 68%,
-6%
below National
 Writing progress -0.2 (in line with
National)
ATTAINMENT
 Maths at Expected Standard 86%
(+16% above National)
&
 Maths at High Standard: 22%
 Maths Progress +3.5 (above National)
PROGRESS
 Maths Average Scaled score: 105
 EGPS at Expected Standard 86%,
(+8%
above National)
SIP JUDGEMENT
 EGPS at High Standard 20%
 EGPS Average Scaled Score: 105
 Standards judgement: 2
 Disadvantaged pupils’ attainment & pro Pupil Progress judgement: 2
gress was a key strength
 Pupil Outcomes judgement: 2
……………………………………………………………………..
KEY ACTION 16/17
………………………………………………………………………
Diminishing the gender gap
KEY PRIORITIES 15/16
Monitor the effectiveness of the Leadership
Ensure more-able pupils are targeted to be
team as drivers fro School Improvement
Working at Greater Depth
Improve writing attainment by targeting Spellings and Handwriting






Continue to ensure that assessment arrangements are conducted in a consistent manner
to ensure reliability

